
THE PRIORITY CHILD SEMINAR

PROGRAMME - 1st MAY 1985

e Welcome

e Keynote address by Dr Peter Renshaw :

"Language . Experience and the Priority Child"

e P .S .P . film :
"I Taught Them But They Didn't Learn"

e Guest speakers

e Workshops :

9 Evaluation and Close

Morning tea

Lunch

Mathematics

Self-Esteem

Speaking and Listening Skills

Aggression

Literature and Learning

Research Skills



"I TAUGHT THEM BUT THEY DIDN'T LEARN" . . SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

STATEMENTS OFTEN MADE ABOUT EDUCATIONAL DISADVANTAGE AGREE DISAGREE NOT
SURE

1) "Self-image determines individual reactions to
similar situations . We change our self-image to
fit what people expect of us ."

2) "Children in disadvantaged areas are often
deprived in their pre-school years of the
necessary foundations for learning . They do not
have the full range of experiences so necessary
for the development of language and are poorly
prepared to learn when they enter school ."

3) "If the children in disadvantaged schools appear
as 'culturally deprived' it is not because they
lack in experience or culture, but because schools
are unwilling to recognise the alien nature of
their culture and the realities of their world."

4) "It is clear that low socio-economic groups

a) are passive
b) are oriented to the present not the future
c) are non-competitive
d) have low future expectations ."

5) "The poor in our society are certainly disadvantaged,
but only in the sense that they have unequal access
to wealth and power . The solutions to this problem

i-

are political and economic ."
-

6) "Teachers' attitudes affect children's learning and
the idea of deprivation versus difference needs to
be considered . Teachers must learn to accept
different values held by their students ."

7) "The cause of disadvantage does not lie in the mis-
match of values between school and home . The cause
lies in the curriculum offered to such children
which is irrelevant to them ."

8) "Educational materials in disadvantaged schools should
reflect the knowledge and experiences of the children
in those schools ."



INTRODUCTION : I

AN APPROACH TO DEVELOPING A WHOLE

SCHOOL SELF-CONCEPT PROGRAMME

Research studies have indicated that successful learning is closely
correlated with high self-concept . Schools which succeed in
raising the self-concept of their students, also succeed in raising
academic performance . Here is one way that schools have addressed
the issue in an attempt to raise the self-concept of students on a
whole school basis .

Stage 1 Determine Needs

Activity :

	

Organisation :

9 A general needs assessment of

	

A committee to conduct
staff, students and the community

	

a needs assessment .
may lead to a consensus on self-
concept as an area of focus .

	

Analyse and present results
back to the participants .

Stage 2 Data Gathering

Activity :

	

Organisation :

This activity seeks to

	

Establish a committee .
validate the perception of
a need .

	

a obtain inventories from
Research Branch .

Administer self-concept and
attitudinal inventories to

	

o Your P .E .P . or P .S .P .
a sample of students .

	

School Development people
can help .

Analyse and present results
to Senior Staff in the form
of a graph .

Ask the Staff for their
interpretations and conclusions .



Stage 3

	

Goal Setting

Activity :

As a consequence of the
analysis set realistic
and achievable goals .

Eg . ( i) To increase the
self-concept of
300 of the students
with perceived low
self-concept by 100
by December .

Stage 4

	

Setting the Theme

Activity :

One theme is selected that
engages the attention of the
students, staff and community
members .

Stage 5

	

Initiating a Programme

Activity :

(ii) To increase the
positive attitudes
towards the school
by 20% by December .

Develop specific objectives
for the theme and state
practical activities .

Consider self-concept theory .

Ways to improve student/teacher
relationships .

Self-concept programmes in
other schools .

Organisation :

A small committee could
present a report to Senior
Staff for discussion .

Disseminate goals to the
entire staff .

Organisation :

A committee may organise
a conference for setting
a theme or may propose a
theme .

Present information on
themes used by other
schools eg . Kids Helping

Kids .
We can do it .

Organisation :

Conference or workshop .

USE :

guest speakers

videos

reading materials

small group discussion



Stage 6

	

Organisation

Activity :

Consider these questions :-

1 . What activities could
teachers integrate into
their subject programmes
to support the theme?

eg . a guest speakers
e films
e topics
e excursions

2 . What 'whole school'
activity will be organised
as a focal point for the
programme?
e Who would co-ordinate it?
e Who would be involved?
e What will be the management

structure and process?
e What resources are available?

Costs?
e When would the activity occur?
e What timeline is envisaged?

3 . How can the community be
involved to support our
programme?

Stage 7

	

Monitoring

Activity-

e Regular meetings of committees
with reports to co-ordinator .

e Regular reports by the
co-ordinator to the staff and
the administration .

Organisation :

Planned by small group
discussions of :

Organisation :

e Record minutes and
decisions .

e Reports may be given
at monthly staff
meetings or during tea
breaks on progress and
activities .

e The whole staff
e House Masters
e Faculties
e Students
e Parents
e Elect a co-ordinator and

management committee .
e Sub-committees with

leaders may be elected
if necessary .

e A theme newsletter
providing on-going
reports is useful .

e Media coverage should be
arranged?



Pugh, D and Thompson, L Kids Helping Kids is a case study of
a whole school self-concept project . The book is available
from the authors on 09-384-9043 .

Stage 8

	

Evaluation

Upon conclusion of the culminating event :

re-administer self-concept/attitudinal inventories .

interview a random sample of a group that you thought
had benefitted the most from the programme .

analyse and present results back to the staff in the
form of graphs/case descriptions .

FURTHER INFORMATION



THE PRIORITY CHILD

LITERATURE AND LEARNING

Reference : Norton Donna
"Through the Eyes of a Child"
An introduction to children's
literature .



Due to the fact that literature provides both a model for language
and a stimulation for oral and written activities, it excels
in developing language .

Literature can :-

LANGUAGE

1 . Provide a model for language proficiency .

2 . Stimulate oral discussion .

3 . Stimulate creative dramatics .

4 . Motivate writing .

5 . Provide listening enjoyment .



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Pre School - Kindergarte n Ages five - six

Most children use complex
sentences frequently and begin
to use correct pronouns and
verbs in present and past
tense . They understand
approximately six thousand
words .

2 . Children enjoy taking part
in dramatic play and
producing dialogue about
everyday functions such as
home situations and grocery
store experiences .

Give them many opportunities
for oral language activities
connected with literature .

Read stories about the home
and community . Allow children
to act out their own stories .

AARDEMA, Verna .
Bringing the Rain to
Kapiti Plain .
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in
People's Ears : A West
African Tale .
BENNETT, Jill .
Tiny Tim : Verses for
Children .
LANGSTAFF, John .
Oh, A-Hunting We Will
Go .

HURD, Edith Tacher .
I Dance in My Red
Pajamas .
KROLL, Steven .
I f I

	

could Be My
Grandmother .
MAYER, Mercer .
The Great Cat Chase .
SEUSS, Dr .
And to Think That I Saw
It on Mulberry Street .
SPIER, Peter .
Fire House : Hook and
Ladder Company Number
Twenty-Four .



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Ear ly Elementary : Ages six - eight

Language development continues ;
many new words are added to their
vocabularies .

Most children use complex
sentences with adjectival
clauses and conditional
clauses beginning with if
The average oral sentence
length is seven and one-
half words .

Provide daily time for reading
for children and allow for
oral interaction .

Read stories that provide
models for children's
expanding language structure .

DE PAOLA, Tomie .
Fin M'Coul : The Giant
of Knockmany Hill .
'GALBRAITH, Kathryn .
Spots Are Special!!

GALDONE, Paul .
Puss in Boots .
KELLOGG, Steven .
A Rose for Pinkerton .
SILVERSTEIN, Shel .
A Light in the Attic .

ROSE, Anne .
As Right as Right Can
Be .
SEVERO, Emoke de Papp .
The Good-Hearted Youngest
Brother .
SKORPEN, Liesel M .
His Mother's Dog .
ASIAN CULTURAL CENTRE
FOR UNESCO .
Folktalkes from Asia
for Children Everywhere .



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Middle Elementary : Ages eight-- ten

2 .

Children begin to relate concepts
to general ideas . They use connectors
such as meanwhile and unless .

Supply books as models .
Let children use these
terms during oral
language activities .

BELPRE, Pura .
The rainbow-Coloured
Horse .

HILL, Donna.
Ms . Glee Was Waiting .

The subordinating connector Use written models and DE PAOLA, Tomie .
although is used correctly by oral models to help The Quicksand Book .
50 percent of children . The children master these
average number of words in language skills . GILCHRIST, Theo .
a sentence is nine . Literature discussions Halfway up the Mountain .

allow many opportunities
for oral sentence
expansion .



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary___: Ages ten - twelve

Children use complex sentences
with subordinate clauses of
concession introduced by
nevertheless and in spite of.
Auxilliary verbs might, could,
and should appear frequently .

Encourage oral and written
activities so children can
use more complex sentence
structures .

LITERATURE SUGGESTIONS

ANDERSON, Margaret .
In the Keep of Time .
ELLIS, Mel .
The Wild Horse Killers .
KONIGSBURG . E .L .
Journey to an 800 Numbe
L'ENGLE, Madeleine .
A Swiftly Tilting Plane



COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Children should be given opportunities to develop thought
processes .

Literature can be used to develop the following thinking
skills .

OBSERVING

COMPARING

CLASSIFYING

	

- Characteristics of Stories .

" HYPOTHESIZING

ORGANISING

	

- Stories in time sequence .

SUMMARIZING

APPLYING

	

- How to .

CRITICIZING



COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Pre School - Kindergarten : Ages five - s ix

Children learn to follow one
type of classification (eg
colour, shape) through to
completion without changing
the main characteristic
partway through the task .

They count to ten and
discrimate ten objects .

They identify primary colours .

Continue to share concept books
and encourage activities that
allow children group and classify .

Reinforce developing counting
skills with counting books and
other counting activities .

Reinforce colour identification
through the use of colour
concept books and by discussing
colours found in other picture
books .

EMBERLEY, Ed .
Ed . Emberley's ABC
LOBEL, Arnold .
On Market Street .

CARLE, Eric .
My Very First Book of
Numbers .
1,2,3 to the Zoo .
The Very Fussy Monkey .
KNIGHT, Hilary .
Hilary Knight's The
Twelve Days of Christmas .

CARLE, Eric .
Let's Paint a Rainbow .
HUTCHINS, Pat .
Changes, Changes .



COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Pre School - Kindergarten

They learn to distinguish
between "a lot of" something
or "a little of" something .

Children require trial and error
before they can arrange things
in order from smallest to
biggest .

They still have vague concepts
of time .

Ages A" six (con't )

Provide opportunities for
children to identify and discuss
the differences between these
concepts .

Share books that progress from
smallest to largest . Have
children retell stories using
flannelboard characters drawn
appropriate sizes .

Share books to help them
understand time sequence .

in

ZEMACH, Margot .
It Could Always Be
Worse .

GALDONE, Paul .
The Three Bill Goats
Grugg .
ZEMACH, Margot .
It Could Always Be
Worse .

CLIFTON, Lucille .
Everett Anderson's Year .



COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Early Elementary : Ages six - eight

Children are learning to
read ; they enjoy reading
easy books and demonstrating
their new abilities .

They are learning to write
and enjoy creating their own
stories .

The attention span is increasing
and children enjoy longer stories
than they did when they were
five .

Provide easy-to-read books
geared to children's
developing reading skills .

Allow children to write,
illustrate and share their
own picture books . Wordless
books can be used to suggest
plot .

They enjoy listening to longer
story books . They are starting
to enjoy longer stories if the
chapters can be completed each
story time .

GRIFFITH, Helen .
Alex and the Cat.
KRAUS, Robert .
Leo the Late Bloomer .
LOBEL, Arnold .
Frog and Toad All
Uncle Elephant .
SEUSS, Dr .
The Cat in the Hat.

DE PAOLA, Tomie .
The Hunter and the
Animals : A Wordless
Picture Book .

GOODALL, John .
The Ballooning Adventures'
of Paddy Pork .
WABER, Bernard .
The Snake : A Very Long
Story .

GRAHAME, Kenneth,
Wayfarers All : From the
Wind in the Willows .
HAGUE, Kathleen .
The Man Who Kept House .
OAKLEY, Graham .
The Church Mouse .
Hetty and Harriet .

Year .



Early Elementary : Ages six - eight (con't)

Children under seven still base
their rules on immediate perceptio
and learn through real situations .

Sometime during this age they
pass into the stage Piaget refers
to as concrete operational .

CHARACTERISTICS COMPLICATIONS LITERATURE SUGGESTIONS

Provide experiences which allow
them to see, discuss, and verify
information and relationships .

Children have developed a new
set of rules called groupings .
They don't have to see all
objects to group ; they can
understand relationships amoung
categories .

DUVOISIN, Roger .
See What I Am .
MAESTRO, Giulo .
One More and One
REISS, John J .
Shapes .
SIMON, Seymour .
Animal Fact/Animal
Fable .

Less .

ANNO, Mitsumasa .
Anno's Counting Book .
FEELINGS, Muriel .
Moja Means One : Swahili
Counting Book .



COGNITIVIE DEVELOPMENT

Middle Elementary : - Ages-- eight- ten

Reading skills improve rapidly,
although there are wide variations
in reading ability amoung children
within the same age group .

. The interest level of literature
may still be above the reading
level for many children .

Memory improves as they learn to
attend to certain stimuli and to
ignore others .

Children enjoy independent
reading . Provide books for
appropriate reading levels .
Allow them opportunities to
share experiences with books
with peers, parents, teachers,
and other adults .

Children need a daily time
during which they can listen to
a variety of books being read
aloud .

. Help children set purposes for
listening or reading before the
actual literature experience .

BLUME, Judy .
Tales of a Fourth Grade
Nothing .
CLEARY, Beverly .
Ramona and Her Father .
Ramona Quimby, Age 8 .
WILDER, Laura Ingalls .
Little House in the Big
Woods .

ARKHURST, Joyce Cooper .
The Adventures of Spider .
KING-SMITH, Dick .
Pigs Might Fly .
LEWIS, C .S .
The Lion, the
the Wardrobe .
WHITE E .B .
Charlotte's Web .
Stuart Little .

DALLINGER, Jane .
Grasshoppers .

Witch

NANCE, John .
Lobbo of the Tasaday .
SCOTT, Jack Denton .
The Book of the Pig .

SELSAM, Millicent .
Tyrannosaurus Rex .

and



COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary : Ages ten - twelve

Children develop an understanding
of the chronologic ordering of
past events .

They apply logical rules,
reasoning, and formal
operations to abstract problems
and propositions .

00

Historic fiction and books
showing historic changes helps
them understand differing view-
points and historical perspective .

Use questioning and discussion
strategies designed to develop
higher level though processes .
Children enjoy more complex
books .

BESS, Clayton .
Story for a Black Night .
BRITISH MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY .
Man's Place
FORBES, Esther .
Johnny Tremain .
HICKMAN, Janet .
The Valley of the Shadow .
SUTCLIFF, Rosemary .
Sun Horse, Moon Horse .

ALEXANDER, Lloyd .
Westmark .

RASKIN, Ellen .
The Westing Game .

in Evolution .

SCHLEE, Ann .
Ask Me No Questions .



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Children go through many stages as they develop feelings of
self worth and self esteem .

Young children experience difficulties understanding and
expressing emotions .

Expanded experiences, adult and sibling models, and personal
success show them other ways of dealing with emotion .

Four way literature contributes to emotional growth :-

1 . Itshows children that many of their feelings are normal
and natural .

2 . Explores the feelings from several viewpoints .

3 . Actions of various characters show options for ways
to deal with particular emotions .

4 . It makes it clear that one person experiences many
emotions, and that these sometimes conflict .



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Pre-School Kindergarten : Ages five - six

Five-year-olds are usually out-
going, sociable, and friendly .

Children are quite stable and
adjusted in their emotional
life ; they are developing
self-assurance and confidence
in others .

They require warmth and
security in adult relationships
even though self-assurance
increases .

00

They enjoy stories showing
similar characteristics in the
main characters .

These characteristics should be
encouraged . Opportunities should
allow children to expand self-
assurance - it is closely related
to self-worth .

Continue to provide warm relation-
ships through a close association
during story time .

HOFFMAN, Phyllis .
Steffie and Me .
MARSHALL, James .
George and Martha
Fine Day .
SMALL, David .
Eulalie and the Hopping
Head .

BRANDENBERG, Aliki,
The Two of Them .

One

BROWN, Margaret Wise .
The Runaway Bunny .
MURPHY, Jill .
Peace at Last .
ZOLOTOW, Charlotte,
My Grandson Lew.



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Early Elementary--: -- Ages six - eight

1 . Six-year-olds are not as
emotionally stable as five-
year-olds ; they show more
tension, may strike out
against a teacher or parent .

2 . Children seek independence
from adults but continue to
require warmth and security
from the adults in their
lives .

00

Help children discover
acceptable ways to handle
their tensions . Read stories
to illustrate how other children
handle their tensions .

Provide opportunities for them
to demonstrate independence ;
all them to choose books and
activities for sharing . Supply
books in which characters develop
independence .

EHRLICH, Amy .
Leo, Zack, and Emmie .
PRESTON, Edna Mitchell .
The Temper Tantrum
Book .
SHARMAT, Marjorie .
Gladys Told Me to Meet
Her Here .

CLEARY, Beverly .
Ramona Quimby, Age
GREENE, Carol .
Hinny Winny Bunco .

8

SCHULMAN, Janet .
Jenny and the Tennis



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Middle Elementary : Ages eight- - ten

The personality characteristic
of cooperation is highly valued
by fourth graders but declines
in later grades .

Children have fewer fears about
immediate and possible dangers
but may have strong fears about
remote or impossible situations,
such as ghosts, lions and
witches .

Encourage literature activities
that allow for cooperation ;
provide books stressing co-
operation as the theme .

Literature selections describing
children's fears may be used for
discussion and developing under-
standing of unrealistic fears .

GOFFSTEIN, M .B .
Family Scrapbook .

JOHNSTON, Tony .
Four Scary Stories .
TERRIS, Susan .
No Boys Allowed .



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary : Ages ten - twelve

Independence is a valued
personality trait .

Many children have inter-
nalized their control ; they
believe that they are in
control of what happens and
assume more personal responsi-
bility for successes and
failures .

Rapid changes in physical
growth may cause some children
to become self-conscious and
self-critical ; others may be
preoccupied with their
appearance .

00

Reinforce responsibility,
organizing, and making decisions .
Provide books that illustrate the
development of internalized
control .

Supply literature to illustrate
developing independence for both
male and female characters .

Stories of other children who
experience problems growing up
may be especially appealing
during this time .

BLUME, Judy .
It's Not the
the World .

End

LOWRY, Lois .
Anastasia Again!

SPE RRY, Armstrong .
Call It Courage .

CLEAVER, Vera and
CLEAVER, Bill .
Me Too .

of

CORCORAN, Barbara .
The Trick of Light .
O'DELL, Scott .
Island of the Blue
Dolphins .

BLUME, Judy .
Are You There God?
It's Me Margaret .



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

It is the process by which children acquire behaviour beliefs,
standards and motives valued by their families and cultural
groups .

Socialization occurs in three ways :-

1 . Use of sanctions : reward and punishment .

2 . By observing and imitating others .

3 . Identification - establishing emotional ties with a model .

Literature can help develop the relationships of his growing
years by making him sensitive to the needs of others .



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Pre-School Kindergarten Five - Six

They protect younger brothers
and sisters and other children .

They are proud to their
accomplishments ; they take
pride in going to school and
in their possessions .

They continue to show anxiety
and unreasonable fear .

Children enjoy playing outside
on their favourity toys :
tricycles and sleds .

Let them help and read to
younger children encourage them
to become aware that they are
growing into independent people .
Share reasons why all people need
security .

Encourage a feeling of self-
worth : praise accomplishments,
encourage children to share
school and home experiences,
and allow them to talk about
their possessions .

. Help children overcome their
fears and anxieties : stress
that these are normal .

Provide opportunities for play,
discussions about play, read-
ing and drawing about outside
play, and dictating stories
about outside play .

KEPES, Juliet .
Cock-a-Doodle-D00 .

FASSLER, Joan .
Howie Helps Himself .

UDRY, Jancie .
What Mary Jo Shared .

BUCKLEY, Helen .
Michael is Brave .

WELLS, Rosemary .
Timothy Goes to School .

KEATS, Ezra Jack .
The Snowy Day .
MCLEOD, Emilie Warren .
The Bear's Bicycle .



CHARACTERISTICS

	

I IMPLICATIONS LITERATURE SUGGESTIONS

5 . Children enjoy excursions to

	

5 . Plan trips to zoos, fire stations, FELT, Sue .
new and familiar places .

	

etc . Read about these places,

	

Rosa-Too-Little .
encourage children to tell about

	

GRETZ, Susanna .family trips .

	

The Bears Who Went to the
Seaside .

6 . They enjoy dressing up, role

	

6 . Provide opportunities for them to I CAULEY, Lorinda Bryna .
playing, and creative play .

	

dress up and play different roles . Goldilocks and the Three
Read stories that can be used for

	

Bears .
creative play .

	

GALDONE, Paul .
The Amazing Pig : An Old
Hungarian Tale .

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Pre-School Kindergarten Five - Six
00 t



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Early Elementary - Ages six - - eiSht

Children may defy parents when
they are under pressure ; they
have difficulty getting along
with younger siblings .

They want to play with other
children but frequently
insist on being first .

" Children respond to teachers'
help or praise . They try to
conform and please teachers .

Encourage them to become more
sensitive to family needs, to
talk and read stories about
situations, and direct them
toward finding solutions .

Encourage children both to
lead and follow, read books
in which children overcome
similar problems .

Allow them to share work and
receive praise . "Show and tell"
is especially enjoyable for six
and seven-year-olds .

BLUME, Judy .
The One in the Middle is
the Green Kangaroo .
NESS, Evaline .
Sam, Bangs, and Moonshine .
SENDAK, Maurice .
Where the Wild Things are .
ZOLOTOW, Charlotte .
Big Brother .

UDRY, Janice May .
Let's Be Enemies .

LOBEL, Arnold .
Frog and Toad All Year .
SCHWARTZ, Alvin .
There is a Carrot in My
Ear and Other Noodle Tales
VAN LEEUWEN, Jean .
More Tales of Olive Pig .



They enjoy sitting still and

	

4 . Provide frequent storytelling
listening to stories read at

	

and story-reading times .
school, at home, or in the
library .

Children have definite
inflexible ideas of right
and wrong .

5 . They identify with the values,
attitudes, and standards of
conduct their parents accept .

They are curious about

	

6 . They ask questions about
differences between boys

	

differences between boys and
and girls .

	

girls and where babies come
from . Books help answer such
questions .

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Early Elementary : Ages six - eight

DE PAOLA, Thomie .
The Clown of God .
RABE, Beriece .
The Balancing Girl .
TURKLE, Brinton .
Do Not Open .

LOBEL, Arnold .
Grasshopper on
NESS, Evaline .
Sam, Bangs and

the Road

Moonshine
WILLIAMS, Jay .
The Reward Worth Having

ANDRY, Andrew and
SCHEPP, Steven .
How Babies Are Made
(plants and animals) .
ISENBART, Hans-Heinrich .
A Duckling Is Born .

SHEFFIELD, Margaret and
BEWLEY, Sheila .
Where Do Babies Come From?
(human)



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Middle Elementary : Ages eight - ten

Concepts of right and wrong
become more flexible ; the
situation in which the wrong
action occurred is taken into
consideration .

Children begin to be influenced
by their peer groups .

00

Thinking is becoming socialized ;
they can understand other people's
points of view . They feel that
their reasoning and solutions to
problems should agree with others .

Experiences and books help them
relate to different points of
view ; they begin to realize there
are different attitudes, values,
and standards from those their
parents stress .

Acceptance of the peer group
becomes more important ; this
group can influence attitudes,
values, and interests .

Provide many opportunities
for them to investigate differing
points of view . Literature is
an excellent source .

BRANSCUM, Robbie .
The Saving of P .S .
GOBLE, Paul .
The Girl Who Loved Wild
Horses .

ALLARD, Harry .
Miss Nelson is Missing .
DELTON, Judy .
Kitty in the Middle .

BYARS, Betsy .
The Animal, the Vegetable
and John D . Jones .
MONJO,

	

F . N .
The Drinking Gourd .
SANDIN, Joan .
The Long Way to a New Land



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary- : Ages ten - twelve

They want to do jobs well
instead of starting and
exploring them ; feeling of
inferiority and inadequacy
may result if they feel
they cannot measure up to
their own personal standards .

100

Encourage expansion of
knowledge in high-interest
areas ; provide assistance and
encouragement to allow them to
finish jobs that meet expectat-
ions .

WHITE, Florence .
Cesar Chavez : Man
Courage .

BUNTING, Glenn,
BUNTING Eve .
Skateboards :
Them, How to

and

of

How to Make
Ride Them .

COBB, Vicki, and
DARLING, Kathy .
Bet You Can't! Science
Impossibilities to Fool
You.
CRESSWELL, Helen.
Absolute Zero : Being the
Second Part of the Bagthorpe
Saga .

Children have developed racial Literature and instructional ADOFF, Anrold .
attitudes ; low-prejudiced activities must develop All the Colours of the
children increase in preception multiethnic values and stress Race .
of nonracial characteristics ; contributions of ethnic ADOFF, Arnold .high-prejudiced children minorities . Malcolm X .increase in perception of
racial characteristics . GLUBOCK, Shirley .

The Art of Africa .
HIGHWATER, Jamake .
Anpao - An American
Indian Odyssey .



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary

	

lees ten

They have a sense of justice
and resist imperfections in
the world .

twelve

Peer groups exert strong
influences on children ;
conformity to parents decreases
and conformity to peers
increases in social situations .
May challenge parent .

Boys and girls accept the identity
of the opposite sex .

Idealistic concerns increase
interest in stories where
people overcome injustice,
improve some aspect of life,
or raise questions about life .

If differences between peer
and family values are too
great, children may experience
conflicts . Literature selections
and discussions can help .

Girls more than boys begin to
feel that marriage would be
desirable ; books that develop
relationships with the opposite
sex interest girls especially .

BARRY, Scott .
The Kingdom of Wolves .
GEORGE, Jean Craighead .
Who Really Killed Cock
Robin?

- LASKY, Kathryn .
The Night Journey .
RISKIND, Mary .
Apple Is My Sign .
YATES, Elizabeth .
Amos Fortune, Free
Man .

GREENBERG, Jan .
The Iceberg and Its
Shaddow .

BENJAMIN, Carol Lea .
The Wicked Stepdog .
L'ENGLE, Madeleine .
A Ring of Endless Light .
WILDER, Laura Ingalls .
The First Four Years .
WILDER, Laura Ingalls .
These Happy Golden Years .



SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Upper Elementary : Ages ten - twelv91

Children have developed strong
associations with gender-typed
expectations : girls may fall
in "masculine" tasks ; boys in
"feminine" tasks .

Provide books and discussions
that aboid sex-stereotyped roles ;
emphasize that both sexes can
succeed in many roles .

CLAPP, Patricia .
I'm Deborah Sampson :
A Soldier in the War
of Revolution .
FACKLAM, Margery .
Wild Animals, Gentle
Women .
PAIGE, David .
A Day in the Life
Marine Biologist .
TOBIAS, Tobi .
Arthur Mitchell .

of

YATES, Elizabeth .
My Diary - My World .



LIBRARY SERVICES

DEVELOPING NOTEMAKING SKILLS

- ONE APPROACH -

Many children fail to make notes effectively because they do not
have the necessary reading and writing skills . It is therefore
important to begin notemaking using oral language and a visual
stimulus . The following two step sequence for developing
skill in notetaking could be commenced in year one . If
introducing it in upper primary classes, however, one must
still work through each stage, although less time will
obviously be spent at stages and and two .

STAGE 1

	

Picture Talk - One Key Word

The teacher presents picture and children discuss it . The
teacher may add some information, the children may relate it
to personal experience . After discussion, each child writes
one word which reminds him of something discussed .

	

(eg, a
discussion of frogs lead some children to write "slimy",
others may write "legs" or "pond") . The children return
to their places and write a sentence containing their key
word which indicates something about the topic .

	

(eg, "a
frog has long back legs ") .

	

If the child writes "My Dad
has hairy legs " : then the word "legs" has not keyed
information about frogs for that child .

	

(NB : In year one
the teacher may write each child's key word on a flash card
and write their sentences as dictated . Children could then
draw a picture on the back of the card, these could be
collected and hung as a mobile to form a completed "project")

STAGE 2

	

Picture Talk - Several Key Words

Once children have mastered the basic skill of selecting their
key word and putting it into their own meaningful sentence,
the activity can be extended to the selection of up to four
or five key words or main ideas . The activity should still
be based on a visual stimulus (ie, a picture, model, filmstrip
or real object) but now children must write down key words
or pairs of words to remind them of any idea they wish to
retain . After the stimulus has been removed, children put
each key word into a sentence . Gradually children's
ability to use key words or short phrases to help them
retain ideas will improve . Once a reasonable degree of
competency has been achieved, they are ready to move on to
a written stimulus .

----------------------------------------

Many of the activities used to develop the skill of note making
are taken in all aspects of the children's work in junior
grades especially in the area of language . When considering



the environment of a classroom, a rich vocabulary base is
essential to stimulate the growth of language . This can
be developed by both teacher and child through the use
of keywords .

Below is a list of ideas to develop this concept - initially
it is difficult for children to write their own key words
but this problem can be overcome through :

1 . Children drawing one idea for a keyword ;



2 Adults (teachers, helpers) etc .) writing the
key word for the child .

1 . Observations and discussions through the language
experience approach to a topic .

2 . Drawing own pictures about a variety of activities,
eg, going to a supermarket and selecting one word
to describe their picture .

3 . Play Kim's game with a picture . Give children a
number of seconds (eg, 30) to look at a picture . Get
them to draw the things they remember - they will
quickly latch onto the concept of 1 key wor which
will remind them of other details .

4 . Read a story to the group, short simple stories and
have the children make up a title .

S . Arrange pictures in a sequence .

6 . Read a short story to the group and have a child retell
the plot in one sentence .

7 . Read aloud paragraphs from content areas - get children
to create a headline to go with this material .

8 . Get children to read aloud their own stories, the class
then suggest titles relating to the main idea of the
story - the writer then tells own story .

9 . Match captions to pictures .

10 . Match headlines to paragraphs .

11 . Tiger Hunt - based on familiar game - I am going on
a trip and I am taking a/an . . .

Each player must say that line and repeat all the items
listed by previous players and adds another .

With Tiger Hunt children record items in a growing list
on a 'Tiger Hunt Trail', eg, "I went five kilometres
I didn't see a tiger, I saw a (giraffe)" . Listeners
record 5 + giraffe .



The second player repeats all the first one has said
and adds - "I went seven kilometres, I didn't see a
tiger, I saw a monkey" .

12 . Listening Guides - who, what, when, where - children
can use the guide when they are looking at a film strip .

13 . Rewrite the script of a film strip .

14 . Introduce your partner - use a palm card and record
the details of the person they are introducing as
notes . They then intfoduce their partners to the class
using their notes as a guide .

15 . Read aloud a story that has three or four defined episodes .
Pause after each episode and children draw a picture
representing that episode . Chidlren can then retell
the story . (For very young children divide paper into
segments relating to each episode) .

16 . Into the picture - have two pictures displayed and teacher
says a word - children identify the picture that relates
to this word .

17 . Children write their own stories and underline main ideas .



18 . Develops a paragraph from a main idea .

19 . Develop a story from a given set of notes .

20 . Write a story from a title - underline main ideas .

21 . Telegram Line - (Selecting facts to support main idea) .

Provide a collection of newspapers - ask each
child to select Qne item, read and then compose a
telegram of not more than 20 words to relay the
main message .

22 . After silent reading ask children to describe their
books with just one word .

23 . Headlines in your life - newspapers are full of
headlines - the headlines tell in a few words
what the article is about . . Get the children to put
the important events in their lives in headline form .

24 . List members of your family, your friends and use one word
to describe each of them .

25 . Read an article, get the children to note down main
ideas and then translate into cartoon form .

Many of these ideas will have been used in other areas of the
curriculum . However if children have constant practice in
selecting words and ideas and the opportunity to develop
these into their own language, the problems of plagiarism
hopefully will not occur .



Steps to notemaking- - an overview

SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICES

DEVELOPING NOTEMAKING SKILLS

- ONE APPROACH

Stage 1

	

Picture talk - One Keyword

Visual Stimulusr

Stage 2

	

Picture Talk - Several Key Words

Visual Stimulus?

Oral Language

Written Language

Stage 3

	

Introducing a Written Stimulus

Written Stimulus ;~. Written Language

Stage 4

	

Answering Own Questions

Written Stimulus Pritten Language

Stage 5

	

Short Answer - Long Answer Technique



LIBRARY SERVICES

DEVELOPING NOTEMAKING SKILLS

- ONE APPROACH -

Many children fail to make notes effectively because they
necessary reading and writing skills . It is therefore
notemaking using oral language and a visual stimulus .
step sequence for developing skill in notetaking could
year one . If introducing it in'upper primary classes,
still work through each stage, although less time will
at stages one and two .

Stage 1 .

	

Picture Talk - One Key Word

Stage 2

	

Picture Talk - Several Key Words

Stage 3

	

Introducing a Written Stimulus

not have thedo
important to begin
The following five
be commenced in
however, one must
obviously be spent

The teacher presents a stimulus picture and children discuss it . The
teacher may add some information, the children may relate it to personal
experience . After discussion, each child writes one word which reminds
him of something discussed . (e .g . A discussion of frogs lead some
children to write "slimy", others may write "legs" or "pond") . The
children return to their places and write a sentence containing their
key word which indicates something about the topic .

	

(e .g . "A frog has
long back legs ") . If the child writes "My Dad has hairy legs" : then the
word "legs" has not keyed information about frogs for that child . (N .B .
In year one the teacher may write each child's key word on a flash card
and write their sentences as dictated . Children could then draw a picture
on the back of the card, these could be collected and hung as a mobile to form
a completed "project"]

Once children have mastered the basic skill of selecting their key word
and putting it into their own meaningful sentence, the activity can be
extended to the selection of up to four or five key words or main ideas .
The activity should still be based on a visual stimulus (i .e . a picture,
model, filmstrip or real object) but now children must write down key words
or pairs of words to remind them of any idea they wish to retain . After
the stimulus has been removed, children put each key word into a sentence .
Gradually children's ability to use key words or short phrases to help them
retain ideas will improve . Once a reasonable degree of competency has been
achieved, they are ready to move on to a written stimulus .

Each child in the class or group is issued with the same written passage
(say 50 to 100 words) on a topic both familiar and interesting to them .
They are asked to read the passage and circle their key words . There will
be some variation in the key words selected by the children and it is
important to point out that the words that "keyed-off" the information
will vary to some degree between individuals . It will soon become obvious
however, that nouns are usually the best key words . These words are then
listed by each individual and then put into sentences, after the written
stimulus has been removed . Once children can manage to select key words
from someone else's writing, they are ready to direct their own enquiry
and make their own notes .



Stage 4

	

Answering Own Questions

Meaningful individual research depends on the ability to ask relevant
questions . The child must decide "What do I want to find out about in
this topic?" With a specific question in mind, the child then locates a
suitable written resource and after skimming to find the relevant section,
he reads and notes down his key words . He then returns the book to the shelf
and writes a sentence(s) in answer to his question . At this stage the teacher
will need to help with question formation . once children can ask a specific
question, locate and read the appropriate section of a book, note their key
words and write these in meaningful sentences, they are ready for totally
independent research .

Stage 5

	

Short 'Answer - Long Answer Technique

This notemaking technique works particularly well if children have
progressed through the four earlier stages . Children rule pages as
indicated below, or blank notemaking sheets could be duplicated and issued .
The children indicate their topic and the specific question they intend to
answer, as they did in stage four . Their research should be a series of
specific questions, one to each notemaking sheet . Relevant notes are made in
the short answer column during reading of the resources . Later, perhaps back
in the classroom, the short answer notes are used to recall the information
needed tc answer the question . Research on a topic results in a series of
pare;-sphs in answer to specific questions which, because they are on separate
sheets of paper, can be organized into a logical sequence . Any 'gaps' can be
filled by answering further gaesticns using the short answer - long ans.-jer
technique .

An Example :

r
Topic : Racing Bikes Name : Penny Worth

Question : Identify the parts of a racing bike, what are they
made from and compare this to your own bike .

Short Answer Long Answer

Handle bars, A racing bike has handle bars, wheels and
Wheel rims, gear rims, gear mechanisms and chain . Wheels
mechanisms, chain, all made from a light, stong metal alloy .
wheels, strong metal My bike has all of these things and they
alloys, frame from are also made from a metal alloy . The
light steel, levers, frame of a racing bike is made from very
'tubes' thin steel, my frame is an alloy and is much

heavier . Wheels on a racing bike are
different from my bike . The wheels can be
taken off by a lever, thin is to save time
in a race . Tyers have separate tubes and
these are fitted onto the wheels .

Cycling by Ken Evans



CHECKLIST � , . . � � . WAYS OF PRESENTING INFORMATION

E]TAPE RECORDINGS

Q BULLETIN BOARDS

17 CARTOONS

Q CHALK BOARD

L~ CHART

Q COLLAGE

0 DIARIES

Q DIORAMAS

Q ESSAYS

T~ EXHIBITIONS

Q FILM

Q FLANNEL BOARDS

Q FLOW CHARTS

(Q GRAPHS

Q LECTURETTES

LETTERS

L'7_ THEME MAGAZINE

Q MAPS

[:]MODELS

Q MOBILES

C)MOCK PANELS TELECASTS
AND BROADCASTS

[] OVERHEAD PROJECTOR
AND TRANSPARENCIES

E)PHOTOGRAPHS

Q POSTERS

0 REPORTS

C)ROLE PLAY/DRAMA

SCRAPBOOKS

[] SLIDES

CJ TIME LINES

Q QUIZZES

Q VIDEO

=] BOOKS/BOOKLETS

ENCO6RAGC THE CHILDREN TO TRY COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE
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understanding why many of today's students don't respond to traditional
of discipline, teachers need new ways to ensure the order and

rection required for teaching and learning - without denying students the
freedom they need and expect .

Much of the Literature promotes a "democratic classroom" as the most promising
learning environment . The idea is that a classroom in which a combination of
direction, order and freedom are achieved through logical discipline, clear
choices, and the encouragement of self-discipline, reflects the most positive
aspects of a democratic society . The keynote is :

The elements identified in a democratic classroom are :

1 A climate of equality and mutual respect .

- students are involved in a co-operative learning experience .

- teachers refuse the role/s of sergeant-major, babysitter, or doormat .

2 Encouragement .

scussions of classroom management, some teachersengage in wishful
"the good old days" of "You'll do what I say because I'm your

- teachers focus on students' assets and strengths .

3 Joint decision-making .

- students have some part to play in creating classroom "policy" .

4 Consistent, logical, fully understood guidelines for behaviour .

classroom discipline has the same consistency and coherence as the
social order of the "real world" (the violation of social rules
leads to certain predictable outcomes e .g . if we don't pay debts, our
credit will run out and we'll be denied further credit) .

A Practical Theory of Behaviour

AND MISBEHAVIOUR IN THE CLASSROOM

FREEDOM WITHIN RESPONSIBLE LIMITS

There are many alternative ways of viewing and understanding behaviour . The
following is based on the Individual Psychology of Alfred Adler and the
observations of psychiatrist Richard Dreikers . It is based on the assumption
that all people have a basic need to belong, to be accepted, and that to
understand behaviour we need to see it as attempts by an individual to reach
this fundamental goal of belonging .

In the course of their development children learn about belonging from the
social contexts of their homes, society in general, and the school . Early
behaviours that serve the purpose of creating a sense of belonging are continued
and form part of a characteristic way of behaving . A teacher may accept these
behavioursor judge them disruptive and socially unacceptable . Unacceptable
and disruptive behaviours indicate that students have not learned that they
can belong through positive, constructive, useful behaviour . The task of the
teacher becomes that of understanding what purpose the misbehaviour serves
and altering the consequences of pay-offs so students learn that they can
belong without engaging in misbehaviour .



Definition :

Misbehaviour - is contrary to the requirements of the situation
is self-defeating or self-damaging
violates the rights of others or jeopardizes their safety .

In order to respond effectively to a misbehaving student, the purpose of
the misbehaviour needs to be understood . Dreikurs lists four possible
short-term goals of student misbehaviour :

1 attracting attention

2 demonstrating power

3 seeking revenge

4 escaping by withdrawal or demonstrating inadequacy .

If the teacher can understand the purpose of the students's misbehaviour s/he
is in a position to alter the results in the classroom (the reaction of the
teacher and other students) so that the student does not need to continue
misbehaving in order to have a sense of belonging .

Guidelines for Identifying the Goals of Misbehaviour

Looking at the consequences or results of student behaviours will help the
teacher to discover which of the goals the student is pursuing .

1 The teacher's feelings are important clues . Students may want the
teacher to feel a certain way (frequently not consciously) .

	

The teacher's
feelings and behaviour may give a sense of belonging the student was

they were
unable to gain in any other way .

2 The student's reaction to the teacher's attempt to "correct" the
misbehaviour will usually confirm a guess about the purpose of the
misbehaviour .



STUDENT GOAT,

	

TEACHER'S FEELINGS

	

STUDENT'S REACTION
AND REACTIONS

	

TO TEACHER'S REACTION

Attention

	

Annoyed

	

Temporarily stops, later
repeats or seeks attention

Reminds ; manipulates ;

	

some other way .
coaxes

Power

	

Angry, provoked

	

Intensifies power struggle
or complies defiantly .

Goals of Positive Behaviour

Gives in or fights
back with power

Revenge

	

Hurt

	

Seeks further revenge .

Retaliates,
gets even

" Withdrawal/Display

	

Discouraged

	

Shows no improvement .
of Inadequacy

	

Hopeless
Pitying
Gives Up
Agrees nothing can
be done

Guidelines for Altering Results in the Classroom

Ignore the behaviour wherever possible
Notice positive behaviour
Give attention in unexpected ways

Withdraw from conflict
Enlist help to use power constructively

Avoid punishment, retaliation .
Build trusting relationship .

Don't give up, pity, criticize .
Encourage all positive effort .

Each goal of misbehaviour has a positive counterpart to be encouraged .

involvement and contribution .

autonomy and personal responsibility .

willing co-operation and justice .

withdrawal from conflict and fighting ; acceptance
of others' opinions .

Attention -

Power -

Revenge -

Withdrawal/ -
Inadequacy

Attention -

Power -

Revenge -

Withdrawal -



Aggression is but one element of the whole area of discipline, many teachers
will agree that the two go hand in hand . The following outlines an intervention
model and then gives a method of determining the intensity/severity of the problem .

l . INTERVENTION MODEL

Where should I direct my management strategies?
Where should changes occur?

Intervention should be directed at the source of concern . Often there are
multi sources . Thus before implementation a teacher should ask : Does the
source of concern lie

1 .1 Within the Teacher

What is your attitude towards the child?
Is your style of teaching appropriate to the child's needs?
Is your preparation adequate to cater for the child's needs?
Is there a personality conflict between you and the child?

1 .2

	

Within the Task

Are the tasks you are setting the child to difficult?
Are the tasks you are setting the child too easy?
Are the tasks you are setting the child uninteresting?

1 .3 Within the Learning Envi ronment

Does the child find the learning environment non-supportive?
Does the child find the learning environment too competitive?
Does the child find the learning environment disorganised?

1 .4 Within the Family Environment

Does the child find his family environment non-supportive?
Does the child find his family environment setting unrealistic
expectations?
Does the child experience inconsistent values/ideas etc . from
his family environment?

1 .5 Within the Child

Does the child have specific physiological needs?
Does the child have specific psychological needs?
Does the child have specific social/cultural needs?
Does the child have specific maturational/developmental needs?



2 . DETERMINING INTENSITY/SEVERITY OF THE BEHAVIOUR PROBLEM

Gropper, Kress, Hughes and Pekich (1968) have suggested the following
Rating Guide to determine the relative seriousness of behaviours . This
Rating Guide focuses on the BEHAVIOUR of the child rather than the child
as a deviant person . This has the advantage of helping to reduce the
attitudinal and affective sets which a teacher may hold about a child and
which can bias perceptions .

2 .1 Intensity

How much does the behaviour interfere with the child's other
activities?

(a) The behaviour does not interfere with the child's other
activities .

(b) The behaviour interferes with some of the child's other
activities .

(c) The behaviour completely disrupts the child's other
activities .

2 .2 Reasonableness

How reasonable is the behaviour in the given situation?

(a)

	

The behaviour can be expected and is understandable in
the given situation .

(b)

	

The behaviour is not very reasonable in the given
situation .

(c) The behaviour is out of all proportion to the given
situation .

2 .3 Duration

How long does the behaviour episode last?

(a) The behaviour episode lasts for only part of the day .

(b) The behaviour episode lasts over most of the day .

(c) The behaviour episode is long lasting over a number of
days .

2 .4 Frequency
v

How often does the behaviour occur?

(a) The behaviour is fairly infrequent and rarely repeats itself .

(b).

	

The behaviour is apparent on a number of days and may be
repeated several times a day .

(c) The behaviour is observed on many days and repeats itself
often during the day .



2 .5 Generality

In how many situations does the behaviour occur?

(a) The behaviour occurs in one situation only .

(b) The behaviour occurs in more than one situation or more
than one kind of situation .

(c) The behaviour occurs in many situations or in many different
kinds of situation .

2 .6 . Effect on Others

How much does the behaviour disrupt the activitites of others?

(a) The behaviour only temporarily disrupts others in the group .

(b) The behaviour disturbs children nearest to the child for
long intervals .

Cc) The behaviour disturbs and interrupts the whole class
for long intervals .

2 .7

	

The Number of Different Behaviours Exhibited by the Child and

Observed in School

(a)

	

There is rarely more than one kind of problem behaviour
exhibited by the child in school .

(b)

	

There is usually more than one kind of problem behaviour
exhibited by the child in school .

Cc)

	

There are usually many different problem behaviours exhibited
by the child in school .

BEHAVIOURS which fit the a) level descriptions in each case are probably
'normal' and require only minor environmental modifications .

BEHAVIOURS which fit the b) level description are likely to be a problem
requiring some systematic intervention by the teacher .

BEHAVIOURS which fit the c) level description are likely to require major
intervention by the teacher and the school .



The Problem

WORKSHEET

Goals of
Misbehaviour

attention
power
revenge
display of
inadequacy

DEALING WITH AgGRESSIVE- BEHAVIOUR



THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN EXTRACTS FROM VARIOUS
SOURCES . THEY ARE INTENDED AS REFERENCES WHICH
MAY PROVIDE SOME INTERESTING BACKGROUND, AND FOOD

FOR THOUGHT .

The following material is taken from :

PLEASE COT'^ SIT O'I THE KIDS - Clare Cherry

Pitman Learning Inc . 1983 .

This book contains some suggestions for ways in which teachers can address

the problem of aggression .

"

	

In the classrooms where there is an excessive amount of misbehaviour, aggression

and negativism - one thing is for certain : We cannot change who the children are,

but we can change our methods of coping with and responding to one another . We

can also change the environment to give it a welcoming and relaxing atmosphere .

t

	

We can also take stress into account and deal with it be developing a stress

reduction programme as part of the ongoing curriculum .

Physical Environment -

Classrooms should welcome children by its initial appearance and comfortable

arrangement .

	

Children should experience a feeling of harmony and acceptance

"

	

upon entering .

Your answers to these questions will help you to evaluate the atmosphere in

your classroom .

"

	

is the colour scheme interesting - yet restful?

" is the lighting adequate?

" is there adequate ventilation, heating?

" are the acoustics good?

" are the play areas and study areas attractive and orderly?

" are the things always exactly the same from month to month or

does the environment undergo small interesting changes?



Learning Environment -

The curriculum should make children feel capable, comfortable and appropriately

challenged .

are choices available to suit each individual's interest, capabilities and

needs, both developmentally and educationally?

is the timetable structured for those who need to move and work fast as well

as those who are slower paced?

do lively activities alternate with sedentary activities throughout the

school day?

is there a stress reduction programme in your school? - do children have the

opportunities to talk about their worries? Such a programme would allow the

staff to take steps to deal with societal pressures, family problems and

everyday tensions that can greatly affect the way children conduct themselves

in group situations and individual tasks .

Other Environmental Factors -

Areas which may need to be examined are . . . .

provision for rest, nutrition and free time .

provision for unusual weather .

provision for parents' participation in school programmes, or in meeting

with staff and other parents .

approaches to competition - both in academic and sporting activities .

opportunities for creative use of materials and ideas as opposed to

pre-planned projects .

provisions for encouragement of imagination and inventiveness .



USE OF PRAISE

Every human responds to genuine praise and compliments, when others reassure

us, that we are appreciated our self esteem increases . When we make mistakes,

we may feel guilty about not having lived up to our own, or others' expectations .

Dwelling on our mistakes can make us feel like failures and the resulting
P

lowered self image can foster such behaviour's as tension, clumsiness, confusion,

aggression and withdrawal .

The following considerations should be taken into account in developing the

habit of using praise and given compliments as an alternative to dictatorial

and critical attitudes :

Praise must be sincere, not condescending .

Praise should be given in as few words as possible .

Praise should not be overused .

Praise should be given for the effort that children have made and not

given for their innate intelligence .

Children should be praised for what they may accomplish rather than what

they may acquire .

Although tasks may require conformity, children should be praised when

they display originality and creative thinking .

Praise should be directed to the persons being praised rather than to

others within hearing .

Praise should be given discreetly .
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SELF ESTEEM
Personal Development programs aim
to foster in children :
(a) realistic self concepts, through

which they increase their
knowledge of themselves, and

(b) positive self-esteem through
which each person feels a sense
of hisr'her own worth .

Harper and Ellis (1975) suggest that
self-esteem has two aspects, which
they call "love confidence'' and
"work confidence" .
Love confidence comes from having
a sense of belonging, either to a
family or group or to a class ; it

~s from having satisifying
~onships, from making friends .

Work confidence develops from a
sense of achievement - being
successful at work or school and
completing tasks with a degree of
satisfaction and recognition .
Classroom teachers should bear
these aspects in mind when
designing, and implementing,
programs aimed at building children's
self-esteem . In the Personal
Development Bulletin "Best of the
Series", Way 1983 (N .S .W. Dept . of
Education) the following points are
made :
(a) Each teacher must be prepared

to build up rather than put down
each child . This means an
emphasis on reward instead of

.

unishments and an awareness
y all teachers of the ways in

which they "put-down" . Building
up or putting down is an option
we have in all our relationships . In
the school setting, staff
interactions also have a
significant impact on teacher self-
esteem and, in turn, the wider
school climate.

(b) Individuals can take responsibility
for their own self-esteem . We
can learn how to come to terms
with our own esteem needs, to
come to terms with our own
strengths and weaknesses, to
build up our own feeling and care
for ourselves. Children should be
taught that our esteem needs can
be met by others and also by
ourselves. It is acceptable, and
often necessary, to take "time-
out" to do the things we need to
do to maintain our own positive
feelings .

To enchance self-esteem, we need
to :
(a) look at school policies, aims and

objectives,
(b) establish structured programs

and develop strategies to
promote pupil self-esteem,

(c) develop teacher sensitivity and
skills so that we are aware of the
effect we are having on children's
self-esteem .

"Self esteem has two interrelated
aspects, it entails a sense of
personal efficacy and a sense of
personal worth. It is the integrated
sum of self-confidence and self-
respect. It is the conviction that one
is competent to live and worthy of
living . "

N. Branden.
The Psychology of Self-Esteem

SOME IDEAS FOR THE
CLASSROOM

Eeyore - a chronic case
of low self esteem!

" Plan more out-of-school activities,
e.g . excursions, picnics.

" Develop a wider range of activities
to enable every child to succeed
at something .

" Fully utilise outside personnel to
reduce teacher-pupil ratios .

" Make the school environment as
friendly as possible .

" Involve the class in decision-
making.

" Make an effort to "get on" with
those children who particularly
annoy you . (Often, these are the
ones who need help.)

" Recognise and acknowledge
success.

" Separate the deed from the doer,
i.e . praise the work or the
behaviour, not the child, e.g .
"Throwing that rock was a stupid
thing to do", not "You stupid girl,
you know you shouldn't throw
rocks" .

" Accept children as they are .
" Develop a person-to person
approach - treat the child more
like an adult - children are people
too .

Primary Er.(:11s

" Offer positive non-verbal
communication, e .g . smiling,
touching-
Listen to children - take time .
Work to build and maintain a warm,
friendly climate .

" Give praise .
" Show interest .
" Admit mistakes .
" Have a "special child" for each
day, take and display his/her
photograph, write his/her story
etc.

" Accept differences and feelings .
" Be fair .
" Offer equal opportunity .
" Foster talents .
" Praise efforts rather than results .
" Allow children to show strengths

within groups and class .
" Cuddle children, if you want to .
" Be honest about yourself to
children -your likes, dislikes,
abilities etc.

" Teach an integrated unit (one per
term) which focuses on the
individual and develops
understanding, awareness and
skills that will promote and
enhance self-concept and a
positive self-esteem.

SOME POINTS TO
PONDER ABOUT ELF

CONCEPTi .STLLlil

It guides our thinking, feeling,
attitudes and behaviour.
It plays a role in the kind of
friends, type of job and partner a
person chooses.

"

	

It is flexible, adaptable and
capable of change throughout
one's lifetime .

"

	

There is a relationship between
reading ability and self-concept,
K-1 2.

"

	

Children with low self-concept
exhibit high anxiety levels .

"

	

Children (people) who have a
poor self-concept are more
persuasible and conforming -
they try to please everyone .

"

	

Self-concept is learned or
acquired . It is gained from our
interactions with peers and the
responses of others, especially
parents and teachers .

`."eactl i nq



P',:N1SHME= ANC LOGICAL ,:)%SEQUENCES

There are ti-,es L . . every classroom wnen we need to discipline children . The
following sugges ,~ions, s::-.ow now . . Ls possible to discipline our children

Dr Rudolf Dreikers suggests a system for co-operative discipline using natural
and logical consequences . This has several advantages

students are responsible for their own behaviour .

students make decisions within limits and are held
accountable for the consequences .

teachers allow students to experience the reality of the
natural and social order and learn from that experience .

The following table from the STET Teachers Handbook shows the Major Differences
Between Punishment and Logical consequences .

Character- Underlyinc

	

Likely

	

Character- Underlying

	

Likely
istics Message Results istics Message Results

1. Emphasis Do what I Rebellion . 1 . Emphasis I trust you Self-discipline
on power of say because Revenge . on reality to learn to Cooperation .
personal I say so! Lack of of social respect espect for self
authority. I'm in self- order . yourself and and others .

charge here! discipline . the rights Reliability.
Sneakiness . of others .
Irresoonsi-
bility .

2. Rarely I'll show Resentment . 2 . Logically I trust you Learns from
related to you! Revenge . related to to make experience .
the act; You deserve Fear . misbehaviour ;responsible
arbitrary. what you're Confusion . makes sense . choices .

getting! Rebellion .

3. Implies This should Feelings of 3 . No moral You are a Learns
moral teach you! hurt, resent judgment . worthwhile behaviour
judgments . You're bad! ment, guilt, Treats person! may be

revenge . student objectionable
with but not self .
dignity.

4 . Emphasizes This is Feels unable 4 . Concerned You can Becomes self-
past for what to make with present make your directed and
behaviour . you did - good and future own choices self-evaluating.

I'm not decisions . behaviour. and take
forgetting! Unacceptable care of
You'll in eyes of yourself .
never teacher .
learn!

5. Threatens You'd Desire to 5 . Voice It's your Feels secure in
disrespect, better get even . communicates behaviour I teacher's
either open shape up! Fear . respect and don't like, respect and
or implied . No-one in Rebellion. good will . but I still support .

class Cuilt like you!
acts like feelings .
that!

6 . Demands Your Defiant 6 . Presents You can Responsible
compliance . preferences compliance . a choice . decide . Decisions .

don't Plans to Increased
matter! get even resourcefulness .
You can't another
be trusted time .
to make Destruction
wise o.' trust and
decisions! --I _ "" ,_

within the spirit of a democratic classroom .

The concept of punishment, is often far removed from the actual misbehaviour
that it tries to correct . This lack of relationship to the event often
means that such discipline is ineffective as a means of changing student behaviour .



PHASES IN ESTABLISHING CLASS MEETINGS

Allowing children to have some say in the day to day routines of classroom life,
is one strategy which has been suggested .

This table, taken from the S .T .E .T . Teachers Manual, shows the phases in
establishing a system which will allow this to occur .

Phase

1 . Informal planning
dicussions .

2 . Introduction of
problem solving .

3 . Setting up regular
class meetings .

Purpose

To provide initial train-
ing in making cooperative
decisions .

To give students
practice in solving
group-owned problems .

To get students
involved in classroom
management and planning,
and to provide a safe
environment to discuss
personal concerns .

Procedures

Discuss low-key issues :
room arrangement, bulletin
board committees, sharing
classroom jobs, planning
field trips and parties,
deciding on the order of
studying subjects . Then
move to more complicated
issues : units of study,
learning activities,
methods of evaluation .

Begin with general
problems by appealing
for students' help :
"We have a problem about
cleaning up after art ."
("I have a problem and
I need your help .")
When the group is ready,
discuss the misbehaviour
of individual students .

Discuss how to set up
the meetings : rules and
procedures . Stress that
students, not just you,
will have the opportunity
to bring up topics . Hold
the first class meeting
soon after the planning
meeting . Train students
in leadership so they can
take charge of meetings .



Often as teachers we need to examine not only the role that we play, but the
manner in which we assume this role . These tables, taken from the S .T .E .T .
Teachers Manual examine the effective and ineffective characteristics of teachers
and show what effect these can have on pupils .

Ineffective Characteristics

Teacher's Belief

I must control .

' I must be perfect .

I don't count . Others
are more important than
I .

INEFFECTIVE AND EFFECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF TEACHERS

Teacher's Behaviour

Demands obedience .
and punishes .
Tries to win .
Insists is right
students wrong .
Overprotects .

and

Is permissive .
Sets no guidelines .
Gives in to students'
demands .
Feels guilty about
saying no .

Rewards

Demands perfection from
all .
Finds fault .
Is overconcerned about
what others think .
Pushes students to make
self look good .

Results for Students

Rebel : must win or be
right .

Hide true feelings .
Feel anxious .
Seek revenge .
Feel life is unfair .
Give up .

others .

Believe they are never
good enough .
Become perfectionists .
Feel discouraged .
Worry about others'
opinions .

Expect to get own way .
Are confused .
Do not respect rights
of others .
Are selfish.

Evade, lie, steal .
Lack self-discipline .

I am superior . Pities students . Learn to pity selves
Takes responsibility . and blame others .
Overprotects . Criticize others .
Acts self-righteous . Feel life is unfair .
Shames students . Fee inadequate .

Become dependent .
Feel need to be
superior .

I am entitled . Is overconcerned with Don't trust others .
You owe me . fairness . Gives with Feel life is unfair .

strings attached . Feel exploited .
Learn to exploit



Effective Characteristics

Teacher's Belief

I believe students can
make decisions .

I am equal, not more or
less than others .

" I believe in mutual
respect .

I am human; I have
the "courage to be
imperfect."

I believe all people
are important, including
myself .

Teacher's Behaviour

Permits choices .
Encourages .

'Believes in and respects
students .
Encourages independence .
Gives choices and
responsibility .
Expects students to
contribute .

Promotes equality .
Encourages independence .
Give choices and
responsibility .
Expects students to
contribute .

Sets realistic standards .
Focuses on strengths .
Encourages .
Is not concerned with own
image .
Is patient .

Encourages mutual respect .
Invites contributions .
Refuses to be "doormat ."
Knows when to set limits
and say no .

Results for Students

Feel self-confident .
Try .
Contribute .
Solve problems .
Become resourceful .

Develop self-reliance,
independence, responsi-
bility .
Learn to make decisions .
Respect selves and
others .
Believe in equality .

Respect selves and others .
Have increased social
interest .
Trust others .

Focus on task at hand,
not on self-elevation .
See mistakes
Have courage to try new
experiences .
Are tolerant of others .

as challege .

Know and accept limits .
Respect rights of
others .
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